Transfer Guide - Harper College

The following courses are courses offered at Harper College that transfer into the General Education Core Curriculum at Dominican University. For more information on major-related coursework or for a complete list of courses that transfer, please visit: www.dom.edu/ican/apply/transfer.html, click on “transfer guides,” then “Harper College.”

I. Foundation Requirements

   **English Composition I and II:** ENG 101, ENG102

   **Foreign Language:** FRN102, FRN201, FRN202, FRN205, GER102, GER201, GER202, GER205, GER210, JPN102, JPN201, JPN202, SPA102, SPA201, SPA202, SPA205

   **Mathematics:** MTH103, MTH104, MTH124, MTH130, MTH131, MTH134, MTH200, MTH201, MTH202, MTH203, MTH212

   **Computer Applications:** *(DU Only, unless approved by the Computer Science Department)*

II. Area Studies *(Choose one course in each area)*

   **Fine Arts:** ART105, ART110, ART111, ART114, ART121, ART122, ART130, ART131, ART132, ART236, ART291, HUM101, HUM102, HUM110, MUS101, MUS103, MUS104, MUS111, MUS112, MUS120, MUS211, MUS212, SPE111, SPE212

   **History:** HST105, HST121, HST141, HST142, HST151, HST152, HST153, HST210, HST214, HST231, HST232, HST241, HST242, HST243, HST245, HUM 105

   **Literature:** ENG220, FRN210, GER210, HUM 120, LIT105, LIT110, LIT112, LIT115, LIT206, LIT207, LIT208, LIT210, LIT219, LIT221, LIT222, LIT224, LIT231, LIT232, LIT241, SPA210

   **Natural Science:** AST101, AST201, BIO101, BIO103, BIO104, BIO105, BIO110, BIO130, BIO135, BIO160, BIO161, CHM100, CHM110, CHM121, CHM122, DIC101, GEG103, GEG104, GEG111, GEO101, GEO102, GEO201, PHS101, PHS105, PHS111, PHS112, PHY121, PHY122, PHY201, PHY202, PHY203

   **Philosophy:** PHI105, PHI115, PHI120, PHI150, PHI160, PHI170, PHI180, PHI190, PHI220, PHI231, PHI232

   **Social Science:** ANT101, ANT202, ANT203, ANT205, ANT206, ANT209, ECO211, ECO212, LEJ101, LEJ205, PSC101, PSC250, PSC260, PSC270, PSC280, PSY101, SOC101, SOC205, SOC215, SOC230

   **Theology:** *(DU Only, unless approved by the Theology Department)*

   **Multicultural Course:** ANT202, ANT203, ANT207, ANT208, HST105, HST121, HST214, HST231, HST232, HST241, HST242, HST243, HUM 103, HUM105, LIT208, PHI160, PHI205, PSC260, PSC280